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ARROW 
TRACERS
Used for increased visibility successful archers and
hunters will love these. Feather tracers will help you see
your arrow all the way to your target. Tracers add virtu-
ally no weight and double as a wind direction aid.

FAST FLETCH GLUE
Incredibly strong, weather resistant bond. Use with
feathers or plastic vanes on carbon, aluminum and 
wood shafts; nocks and inserts. Wets the surface without
running and it's triple distilled for purity. Big 1-oz. bottle.

WATERPROOFING 
POWDER
"Remarkable" is how experienced shooters describe
their results after applying Gateway's Waterproofing
powder to their fletched arrows. This non toxic, odor free
and weightless powder will help guide your feather
fletchings in any weather!

Byron Ferguson’s World of Adventure Video 
Series Vol.2 - Incredible Shots

Byron performs shots that are simply unbelievable, from
shooting baby aspirins out of the air to splitting playing
cards, deflections off multiple boards, long range shots,
shooting the caps off coke bottles. The list goes on and on.

Gateway Feather’s Building the Perfect Arrow

Go Step by Step with Byron Ferguson, Master of the
Longbow, as he builds a hunting arrow! Watch as
Champion Target Archer, Chance Beaubouef, shows you
how he builds a target arrow!

Byron Ferguson’s World of Adventure Video Series
Vol.1 - Become the Arrow

Byron shares his philosophy and techniques for hitting the
bull's-eye or cleanly striking game in the vitals. When you
become the arrow, you extend your mental approach to
accurate shooting.

LITTLE 
CHOPPER
This unique tool allows "do it
yourselfers" with the desire for
"Specialty" shapes and sizes to
cut what they want. There are 11

selections of these choppers in 6 shapes including Pope & Young, The
Classic, Traditional, Shield, Parabolic and Banana.
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Magnum or Banana shape
is a 5 ½" feather designed
for arrows with larger/ 
heavier broadheads.

L/W=Left Wing
R/W=Right Wing

Shield or Shield back shape
provides a different profile
for increased stability, for-
giveness and “Traditional”
looking appeal.

Parabolic or round back
shape is a lower profile
shape providing fast 
accurate arrows.

Red White

Whisper Quiet Technology
Whisper Quiet Technology ensures the new 2 inch long and 1/2 inch
high 1.7 grain feather is cut from a specific location within the full
feather and that the shape be double checked by hand to ensure each
feather conforms to stringent shape requirements.
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